BERKELEY PUBLIC LIBRARY
BOOKS FOR THIRD GRADERS

PICTURE BOOKS
Bunting Pop’s Bridge
Cohen Molly’s Pilgrim
Hopkinson Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt
James Baby Brains
Moss # Zin! Zin! Zin! A Violin
Mochizuki # Baseball Saved Us
Pilkey Dog Breath: The Horrible Trouble with Hally Tosis
Polacco # Chicken Sunday
Samuels Dolores Meets Her Match
Shulevitz How I Learned Geography
Woodson The Other Side

READERS
Coerr The Big Balloon Race
Horowitz Big Surprise in the Bug Tank
Monjo The Drinking Gourd: A Story of the Underground Railroad
Schwartz Ghosts! Ghostly Tales from Folklore
Sharmat Nate the Great, San Francisco Detective

GRAPHIC NOVELS
Holm Babymouse: Queen of the World (series)
Runton Owly (series)
Trondheim Tiny Tyrant

FICTION
Ada My Name is María Isabel
Atwater # Mr. Popper’s Penguins
Blume Going, Going, Gone! with the Pain and the Great One
Cleary # Ramona Quimby, Age 8
Dahl # The BFG
DiPucchio Grace for President
DiTerlizzi # The Field Guide (series)
Estes The Hundred Dresses
Fleming # Boxes for Katje
Gannett # My Father’s Dragon
Hesse The Cats in Krasinski Square
Hurwitz Mostly Monty
Joosse Ghost Trap: A Wild Willie Mystery (series)
Kerrin Martin Bridge: Ready for Takeoff (series)
King-Smith Babe: The Gallant Pig
Lee Nim and the War Effort
Le Guin Catwings
Look Alvin Ho: Allergic to Girls, School, and Other Scary Things
Lowry Gooney Bird Greene
MacLachlan # Sarah, Plain and Tall

# indicates also available as an audiobook or kit
Mathis The Hundred Penny Box
McKissack Goin’ Someplace Special
Pennypacker # Clementine
Reiche I, Freddy: Book One in the Golden Hamster Saga
Spinelli Where I Live
Soto # The Skirt
Steig # Abel’s Island
Vande Velde Witch’s Wishes
Warner # The Boxcar Children (series)
Warner Only Emma
White # Charlotte’s Web
Yin Brothers

NON-FICTION
393.3 T153m Tanaka Mummies: The Newest, Coolest & Creepiest
398.2 F628g Fleischman Glass Slipper, Gold Sandal: A Worldwide Cinderella
398.2 K786L Knutson Love and Roast Chicken: A Trickster Tale from the Andes Mountains
398.2 Ob6L O’Brien The Legend of Hong Kil Dong, the Robin Hood of Korea
398.2 Si17t Sierra Tasty Baby Belly Buttons
513 Sch95h Schwartz # How Much is a Million?
523.49 Sco83w Scott # When is a Planet Not a Planet? The Story of Pluto
577.699 H163a Halpern All About Tide Pools
580 H163v Halpern Venus Flytraps, Bladderworts, and Other Wild and Amazing Plants
595.44 B541s Bishop Spiders
599.53 P475d Pfeffer Dolphin Talk: Whistles, Clicks, and Clapping Jaws
599.635 H286o Hatkoff Owen & Mzee: The True Story of a Remarkable Friendship
599.773 G293w George The Wolves are Back
609.2 F854n Barretta Now & Ben: The Modern Inventions of Benjamin Franklin
636.7 J418d Jenkins Dogs and Cats
741.2 L979i Luxbacher 1 2 3 I Can Draw!
741.5 Su76n Nobleman Boys of Steel: The Creators of Superman
759.97 K121w Winter Frida
780.92 T189p Parker Piano Starts Here: The Young Art Tatum
796.342 G357s2 Stauffacher Nothing but Trouble: The Story of Althea Gibson
796.357 C591w Winter Roberto Clemente: Pride of the Pittsburgh Pirates
811 R329f Rex Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich
811 T355c 2000 Thayer Ernest L. Thayer’s Casey at the Bat:
818 K752 Winter Knock Knock
917.94 R957o Ryan Our California
920 C398k Krull # Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez
920 H398w Weatherford I, Matthew Henson: Polar Explorer
920 K585r4 Rappaport # Martin’s Big Words: The Life of Martin Luther King, Jr.
920 Sm187h Halfmann Seven Miles to Freedom: The Robert Smalls Story
920 St27s Stone Elizabeth Leads the Way: Elizabeth Cady Stanton and the Right to Vote
970.2 Se64r Rumford Sequoyah: The Cherokee Man Who Gave His People Writing
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